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“Activating youth leadership since 1948”



“We are global, independent, non-political and not-for-profit.

We do not discriminate on the basis of gender, sexual 

orientation, disabilities, creed, religion, nor on the basis of 

national, ethnic, or social origin.”

What is AIESEC?

Global.

Our presence in over 100  
countries and territories  
around the world makes us  
global.

Non-Partisan.

AIESEC's mission  
activities are not

and  
directly

related to or motivated by
politics; this is why we are

not-political.

Independent.

As an organized group of
people who works to purse a
charitable goal locally,
nationally and globally we are 

indipendent.

Not-for-profit.

All money earned or donated
to AIESEC is used to further
the goals of the organization
and keep it running, which is
why we are a not-for-profit

organization.

In our engagementswith the topics we care about, regardless of content format, we strive to be simple to 
be easily and widely understood and genuine to be trustworthy.



WHY& WHO

Our goal
Peace and the Development of  
Human Potential

We aspire to build a world in which  
people can live by virtue of their  
conception of "peace," but with  
awareness and respect for the  
opinions of others. Furthermore,  
we aspire to live in a society in  
which everyone can develop fully as  
a human being, where everyone can  
be the best version of himself.

HOW &WHAT

Howto achieve that
We put our trust in youth because  
they are the key to a better future

We believe that youth are the key to  
creating a better world. Through every  
experience we offer,we aspire to  
develop young leaders who possess  
these four qualities:

Empowering  
Others

Self 
Aware

Solution 
Oriented

World 
Citizen

Wedevelopyouth  
leadershipthrough  

learningfrom  
concrete,hands-on  

experiences in  
challenging 

environments.

What is AIESEC?



AIESECSupport

Support from AIESEC before selection  
(assistance with your application,  
opportunities, and selection process).

Support from AIESEC after selection (visa  
support, help in finding and providing  
accommodation, assistance during the first day 
of work).

Theseprograms are the main impact of AIESEC and
aim to develop leadership qualities and skills in young people.



Global Talent
Internship Abroad

Develop your leadership while advancing your career  
prospects through an international internship.

Length:6-8Weeks(Housing orwagecovered), 9-78Weeks(wagecovered)

Internationalexposure-Experience workinginnewculturesand 
companies.

Let participants apply their skills and knowledge in a hands-on  
environment.

Leadership development (Our programs can help improve the following leadership 
qualities for participants: Self-Aware, World Citizen, Empowering Others, Solution 
Oriented).

Global opportunity
Expand your horizon by developing your career in a global context. 
Work in a completely new environment and culture, adapting to the 
local reality in another country.

Develop yourself
Grow and develop your leadership and personal skills through 
experiences with learning by doing.

Improve your career
Throw yourself into a challenging role that will give you a professional 
edge with our partners who are dedicated to providing a solid 
experience.



Some examples…

Full Stack Developer
Cluj-Napoca,Romania

Short: 420 +5€
From 17/10/2022 to 28/11/2022

Accommodation included  

Languagerequired: English

Degree required: Bachelor

Click here for more information

Constant Support

YourresponsibilitiesatFiuzerAppSRL
- Developing front end app architecture;
• Designing user interactions on application pages;
• Creating servers and databases for functionality;
• Ensuring cross-platform optimization for mobile phones;
• Ensuring responsiveness of applications;
- Working alongside with the CEO for the graphic design features of the 

app;
- Seeing through a project from conception to finished product;
• Staying abreast of developments in applications and programming 

languages;

https://aiesec.org/opportunity/global-talent/1287917


Web Developer Trainee

Vila Nova de Gaia, Portogallo

Short: 420 +5€
From 13/01/2023 to 10/03/2023

Salary included 

Languagerequired: English

Degree required: Bachelor

Click here for more information

Constant Support

Yourresponsibilitiesat G.A.I.A

• Write well designed, testable, efficient code by using best software 
development practices.

• Create website layout/user interface by using standard HTML/CSS
practices.

• Gather and refine specifications and requirements based on technical 
needs.

• Create and maintain software documentation.
• Be responsible for maintaining, expanding, and scaling our site.
• Cooperate with web designers to match visual design intent.

https://aiesec.org/opportunity/global-talent/1288748


Contacts

Ginevra Ganzi

------
Vice President Marketing

AIESEC in Pavia e Bicocca

+39 3668742646 (Ginevra) 

+39 3884871777 (Maria Regina)

ginevra.ganzi@aiesec.net

mariaregina.mucilli@aiesec.net

Sign Up on our site: 

https://www.aiesec.it/

https://www.aiesec.it/stage-in-azienda/

Maria Regina Mucilli

------
Vice President Internship Abroad

AIESEC in Pavia e Bicocca

mailto:ginevra.ganzi@aiesec.net
mailto:mariaregina.mucilli@aiesec.net
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